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Mediation l79

GAMES V. WERTSCH
In the analysis of the instrumental method that he provides in this

article, Vygotsky outlined a mediational triangle for "artificial jinstru-
mentall acts" IVygotsky, i98i, p. x371. With regard to memory, for exam-
ple, this meant that

7 Mediation

In natural memory, the direct jconditioned reflexa associative connection
A-B is established between two stimuli A and B. In artificial, mnemotech
nical memory of the game impression, instead of this direct connection
A-B, two new connections, A-X and B-X, are established with the help of
the psychological tool X je.g., a knot in a handkerchief, a string on one's
fingir, a mnemonic schemel. IVygotsky, lg8i, p. i381

It is no accident that this formulation bears striking similarities to
the "basic mediational triangle" that Michael Cole lx9961 places at the
foundation of cultural psychology or to the elaborated set of triangles
within triangles that Yrjõ Engestróm 1 1 g 87 l has employed in his writings.
The ideal that Vygotsky developed have been elaborated in a variety of
ways by other theorists to yield several productive lhes of inquiry.

Vygotsky harnessed a developmental, or "genetic, " method IWertsch,
i9851 when analyzing mediation, and for him this meant emphasizing
qualitative transformation rather than quantitative incrementa. Eram
this perspective, the inclusion of signs unto human action does not sim-
ply lead to quantitative improvements in termo of speed or efficiency
Instead, the focus is on how the inclusion of tools and signs leads to
qualitative transformation, a point Vygotsky made when he wrote, "By
being included in the process of behavior, the psychological tool li.e.,
signo alters the entire flow and structure of mental functions. It does
this by determining the structure of a new instrumental act lust as a
technical tool altera the process of a natural adaptation by determining
the form of labor ope].ations" IVygotsky, l98i, p. i371

In short, mediatíon is a central theme that runs throughout Vygot-
sky's thinking. However, this does not mean that he gave it a single,
unified definition. Instead, mediation emerged in his texts in a variety
of ways, and in the process, somewhat different meanings arose. l begin
by presenting a basic opposition in the meanings that the term "medi-
ation" took on in Vygotsky's writings. After outlining the two general
types of mediation l see in his texts, l will return to some overarching
themes that show how they can be understood as part of a larger picture.

Mediation is a theme that runs throughout the writings of Lev Semé-
novich Vygotsky. In his view, a hallmark of human consciousness is that
it is associated with the use of tools, especially "psychological tools"
or "signs." Instead of acting in a direct, unmediated way in the social
and physical world, our contact with the world is indirect or mediated
by signs. This means that understanding the emel.gente and the defi-
nition of higher mental processem must be grounded in the notion of
mediation.

Mediation algo provides the foundation for another of Vygotsky's
theoretical goals, namely, building a link between social and historical
processos, on the one hand, and individuais' mental processes, on the
o#her. It is because humans internalize forma of mediation provided by
particular cultural, historical, and institutional forcei that their mental
functioning sociohistorically situated.

The importance that Vygotsky attached to mediation is reflected in
a lecture he delivered near the end of his lide, where he asserted, "A
central fact of our psychology is the fact of mediation joposredovaniej"
IVygotsky, l98z, p. 1661. But this is an issue that concerned him
from the beginning of his career onward. In a l93o report on "The
Instrumental Method in Psychology," for example, he focused on the
importance of signs as "artificial formations . . . jthatl are social, not
organic or individual" IVygotsky, lg8i, p. 1371 and he included under
this heading: "language; various systems for counting; mnemonic
techniques; algebraic symbol systems; works of art; writing; schemes,
dbagrams, maps, and mechanical drawings; all sons of conventional
signs" IVygotsky, l98i, p. 1371.

The wrjfing of this chapter was assisted by a grant from the Spencer Foundation. The
statenients made and the views expressed are solely the responsibility of the .author.
Not for quotation.

VYGOTSKY'S TWO PERSPECTIVES ON MEDIATION

It is possible to find ordem in what otherwise might appear to be a varied,
indeed contradictory, picture in Vygotsky's writings by distinguishing
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I80 JADES V. WERTSCH Mediation i8i

between two basic types of mediation. This distinction has as much
to do with the different disciplinary lentes through which Vygotsky
approached mediation as it has to do with the actual differences in the
forms it takes.

During the last decade of his career, Vygotsky was busy speaking to
psychologists, teachers, and professionals concerned with children and
adulta with disabilities and difficulties, and, in doing se, he employed
the professional language of the psychology and physiology of his day, a
form of speaking that qualifies as what Bakhtin jlg861 called a "social
language." At the same time, however, Vygotsky continued to employ
the theoretical framework and social language he had acquired in his
early study of semiotics, poetics, and literary theory. These two social
languages need not be viewed as entirely distinct or mutually unintelligi-
ble, but in many instantes, they led Vygotsky to take somewhat different
perspectives on a range of topics, including mediation.

When employing the first of these social languages, Vygotsky spoke
in the idiom of psychology, especially about what we would today view
as a form of behaviorism, or perhaps cognitivism, to come up with an
account of what l will call "explicit mediation . " The mediation involved

is explicit in two senses. First, .it is explicit in that an individual, or
another person who is directing 'this individual, ovçltly and intention-
ally introduce a "stimulus means" unto an ongoingastream'of activity.
Second, it is explicit in the sense that the matei'iality of the stimulus
iãeans, or signs involved, tends to be obvious and nontransitory.

Explicit mediation continues to be a topic of study in contempo-
rary psychology and cognitive science. For example, in his analysis of
"how a cockpit remembers its speeds," Edwin Hutchins li99SI exam-

ines human agents' uses of various "sociotechnical systems" to orga-
nize their memory and cognitive processes. As part of his argument, he
makes an explicit hall for cognitive science to go beyond its focus on
isolated individuais and to take unto account the role of cultural tools

such as airplane gauges and instrumento in remembering and human
nn+;nn ;n n-n-..l
a L/ LXvll Xll Óvllvla XSta-

nding in contrast to explicit mediation is "implicit mediation,"
which tenda to be lesa obvious and, therefore, moié diificult to detect.
For examples of impJicít mediation, consider Vygotsky's discussions of
thç role of social and inner speech in çnediating human consciousness.
Because of the ephemeral and fleeting'nature of these forms of media-
tion, they áre often "transparent" to the unwary'observar and are, there-
fore, leis easily taken as objecto of conscious reflection or manipulation.
Furthei:more, implicit mediation typically does not need to be artificially
and intentionally ihtroduced unto ongoingt+ction. Instead, it is part of
an already ongoing communicative streamthat is brought unto contact

1. c»ód«4«.b q - pa'--4üq«i«.. l \«..,n çK io
2 i,h y=o(%u:J"\c''i col;o.Úw,u ' 5 - à-À-.Ldc:cl.o+

with other forms of action. Indeed, one of the properties that charac-
terizes implicit mediation is that it envolves signs, especially natural
language, whose primary function is communication. In contrast to the
case for explicit mediation, these signs are not purposefully introduced
into human action, and they do not initially emerge for the purpose of
organizing it. Instead, they are part of a preexisting, independent stream
of communicative action that becomes integrated with other forms of
anal-.lirPPtPd hphnyinr

EXPLICIT MEDIATION

Comments about what l am calling explicit mediation can be found at
many points in Vygotsky's writing and in the work of his students and
colleagues. For example, explicit mediation underpins his approach to
concept development je.g., Vygotsky, ig87, chapters 5 and ól, as well as
the study of memory development in the "Forbidden Colors Talk" used
by Aleksei Nikolaevich Leont'ev in research he conducted in Vygotsky's
Laboratory jcf. Leont'ev, l93z; Vygotsky, i978, pp. 38-5 ll.

Explicit mediation is usually at issue in discussions of the "functional
method of dual stimulation," a notion that Vygotsky outlined in "An
Experimental Study of Concept Development," in chapter 5 of Thinkíng
and Speecb. There he wrote:

In using this method, we study the development and activity of the higher
mental functions with the aid of two sets of stimuli. These two sets of
stimuli fulfill different rolei vís-à-vís the subject's behavior. One set of
stimuli fulfills the function of the object on which the subject's activity
is directed. The second functions as signo that facilitate the organization
of this activity. IVygotsky, i987, P. zz71

In studies involving dual stimulation, Vygotsky's basic procedure was
to encourage subjects to use a set of artificial stimuli, or signo that are
overtly introduced into a subject's activity by an experimentei. For exam-
ple, in the Forbidden Colors Talk, subjects engaged in a talk that required
them to remember a list of calor terms. They were given a set of colored
cards and tom that these cardo could help them remember what bolor
terms they had already mentioned and, according to the Tules of the
game, were not to mention again. In this case, the first set of stimuli,
which "fulfill the function of the object on which the subject's activ-
ity is directed," was the set of bolor terms used by the subjects as they
responded to the experimenter's questions. The second set of stimuli
that were to function "as signo that facilitate the organization of this
activity" were thecolored cards introduced by the experimentei.
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The basic aim of the Forbidden Colors Task study was to document
how children use the signs provided by the experimenter li.e., the colored
cardsl more effectively with age. Most 5 - and 6-year-oms did not seem to
realize that the signs had anything to do with their performance on the
talk, whereas io- to i3-year-oms clearly did. The developmental path
involved is one that moves from a point where the stimuli had very
little meaning and functional efficacy to a point where subjects Game to
appreciate their significante for organizing their performance.

The following summary of the general point to be derived from this
study arames this claim in termo of Vygotsky's genetic method, with its
focus on qualitative transformation.

text he completed near the end of his lide. The title of this chapter is
"Thought and Word" IMysl' i Slovol.

The two terms in this chapter title represent peles of an opposition in
Vygotsky's view. He formulated this opposition in order to highlight a
conceptual problem he saw in much of the existing literature on thinking
and speech. This was the "tendency to view lç!!1111ght .!!!1lJWord as two
independent and isolated elemento" IVygotsky, ig87, pp. z43-z441. His
account of verbal thinking an account in which opposition, tension,
and dialectic characterize the relationship between the two terms - was
an attempt to overcome this tendency.

In his critique of the kind of false and misleading isolation of thought
and word that he saw in the research of his day, Vygotsky pmpglç# !ale.
ing "word meaning" as a unit of analylii!. something that allows us to
;éêi;liüizê.ihat ii:i;li;l phenomenon of both speech and intellect" IVygot-

sky, tg87, p. z441. Throughout this chapter, Vygotsky emphasized the
need to focus on the dialectic between thought and word. He viewed this
dialeçtic as a soft of developmental struggle and asserted that tais was
"the primary result of this work jandl . . . the conceptual center of our
investigation" IVygotsky, 1987, p. z45 l. In his view, "lb$.$bscoverlLlba!
word meaning changes and develops is our new and fundamental con:
tribution to the theory of thinking and speech" IVygotsky, i987, p. z451

Vygotsky saw this claim about the developmental relationship bet
ween thought and word as applying to microgenetic, as well as ontggg'
netic processes, a point that is reflected in his assertion that word mean
ing "changes during the child's development and with different modes
of functioning of thought" IVygotsky, 1987, p. z491. Regardless of which
"genetic domain" IWertsch, 1985 l is at issue, the general picture Vygot-
sky presented was one in which thought is posited to be an inchoate, /
"fused, unpartitioned whole" IVygotsky, íg87, p. z5ll that comes into
contact with words, which involve generalization and discrete, sequen-
tial representation.

With regard to the latter realm of words, generalization, and discreto,
sequential representation, Vygotsky posited "two planes of speech and
argued that "the inner, meaningful, semantic aspect of speech is associ-
ated with different laws of movement than its external, auditory aspect"
IVygotsky, i987, p. z5ol. This provided the foundation for an account of
inner speech that was used by Luria l i975 1, Akhutina 11975 1, and others

in their analyses of "dynamic aphasia." The general lhe of reasoning
is one in which inner speech, with its peculiar properties such as ;plgd-
ícativíty Ithe tendency to drop "given" information or the "psychologi-
cal subject"l and agglutinatíon jthe tendency to combina surface forms
into single units -- see Wertsch 1 1 g8 5 l on predicativity and agglutinationl
differs from the grammatical organization of external, auditory speech.

a, FV'to r .k)

We have found that sign operations appear as the result of a complex and
prolonged process subject to all the baste laws of psychological evolu-
tian. Tais means that sign-using activity in children is neither simply
!nvented nor passei down #om adulta; rather it arises from something
that is originally not a sign operation and becomes one only after a series

of quaJitatiT'e transformations.
IVygotsky, i978, pp. 45-46; emphasis in the originall

At this and other points where Vygotsky dealt with explicit media-
tion, he focused on how signs can be introduced to facilitateJls.osga:
nization On the one hand, he presented his points in a social language
Qi sumuli and responses, a language that would suggest there is little
room for talk about the meaning or functional significante of signs. It
would appear that one of his reasons for formulating things in this way
was to join an ongoing intellectual discussion that employed this social
language. On the other hand, his emphll1l!!.gn. the qualitativo. tlan!-
formation of stimulus signs as they are employed at higher .}ç.!elâ.g{
development suggests that their meaning is undergoingthange, a claim
1:1iat'liê;Õiiiside the boundaries of this social language, which tends to
eschew] notions such as meaning or signification. In my view, the fact
that Vygotsky:iitroduced meaning into this discussion reflects his con-
tinuing concern with the poetic and semiotic issues that had been at
the core of his studies since his earliest years, a concern that emergem
more clearly in his writings that deal with the second general category
of ©ediation.

IMPLICIT MEDIATION

Ideas about what l am calling implicit mediation emerge at numerous

points in Vygotsky'É :writings, but perhaps tbf most elaborate rendition
can be found in chapter 7 of Tbínking and Speech IVygotsky, lg871, a

e,v { I'(it-

/
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In this account, inner speech imposelthe first round of. segmentation
and sequential organizatiop on tholght as it makes its way to-gvert
expression.

ter 7 of Tbinking and Speecb, then, the story lhe is one in
which two topes of representation collide and mutually transform one
another. One type - "thought' mysl'l - is relatively inchoate, fused,
unpartitioned, and nonsequential, and the other - "word ' jslovol intro-
duzes segmentation and sequente. For my purposes, what is important
in all this is that the mediation involved is not explicit, that is, not
the object of conscious reflection and not externally or intentionally
introduced. ]nstead, mediatioB i! $gmç1]!jp&j!!ê!.!!.gl4]iglDlticallv ang
in most cases unintentionally built into mental functioning.

In"developingh s lhe of reasoning on this issue, Vygotslb)Uvas heav-

l ily indebted to one of his mentors, Gustav Gustavovich(:bEÊ!.)i879-
i9371. In chapter 7 of Tbinking íznd Speech, Vygotsky did not cite Shpet
jalthough he did cite him in earlier workl, but the reasons for this
probably stemmed from political necessity. As Martsinkovskaya 1 1 çp61,
Nemeth lz9971, and Zinchenko laoool discuss, Shpet's problems with
Soviet authorities, problema that would eventually lead to his brutal
interrogation and execution in 1937, were already starting to emerge in
the early l 93os. Recent accounts of Vygotsky's political acumen by Cole
ând Levitin lzoo61 make it clear that he would have been aware of what

W4s, and was not permissible in the political atmosphere of the early
x93os in the USSR.

In any event, we know that Vygotsky was a student in Shpet's semi-
nars for two years IVygodskaya & Lifanova, 19961, and the themes that
were discussed there undoubtedly included those outlined by Shpet in
his writings, especially in his lgz7 monograph, The Inner Forra o/ the
Hora; Studies and Varíatíons on a Humboldtian Treme IShpet, i9991

Building on the conceptual groundwork laid by Wilhelm von Hum
boldt, Shpet emphasized that,

Shpet's insistente on language as açtiivjly..i!.g!!ilç. çongjsten!-yljtb
vygotsky)s focusl on ipeech, as oppgled to langWagS. And Shpet's argu-
ment that the (halectic or synthesis involved is not between pure thought
and puro sound is consistent with Vygotsky's critique of investigators
who inistakenly viewed "thought and word as two independent and iso-
lated elements." Instead of focusing on such elements as if they can be
considered separately, Vygotsky, like Shpet, insisted on examining them
as part of a unir of analysis that is inherently complex and dynamic. In
Vygotsky's termo:

This central idea . . . can be expressed in the following general formula:
The relationship of thought to word is not a thing but a process, a move-

is Ps5ichological
anaiysis inucailêi'iliat'ihii'íênaiióãsnip is d uêVêlõtiiiig process which
changes as it passes through a series of stages . . . The movement of think-
ing from thought to word is a developmental process.

IVygotsky, i987, p. a5ol

Fmm this perspective the dialectic involved is between a material sign
form what Charles Sanders Peirce li96ol called a "sign vehicle" and
the object-oriented intentions of speakers or listenerg'íiãlilã5iiinvolves
an element of collision and conflict between a siga vehicle, whose mean
ing tends to abstract and generalize and belongs to a preexisting semiotic
community, on the one hand, and the unique, spatiotemporally located
intention of the individual, on the other.

These points can be used to help summarize some of the differences
between implicit and explicit mediation. Explicit mediation envolves
the intentional introduction of signs unto an ongoing flow of activity. In

this case, the signs tend to be designed and introduced by an external
agent, such as a tutor, who can help reorganize an activity in some way.
In contrast, implicit mediation typically envolves signo in the form of
natural language thgt have evolved in the service of communication and
are then harnesse(Bun other forms of activity. Because the integration of l
signs into thinking, remembering, and other forms of mental functioning l
occurs as part of the naturally occurring dialectic outlined by Shpet and l

l Vygotsky, they do not readily become the object of consciousness orl
reflection.

-»

Language is not completed action, "ergon," but protracted activity,
ehergeia," that is, as Humboldt explained, "perpetually repeated work

of the spirit, directed at making articulate sound the means for expressing
thought." . . . Synthesis in this case does not consist of tying together
two abstracted units: puro thought and pure sound, but two members
of a unified concrete structure, two termo of relationship: object orien-
ted sénse content . . . and the external formõf its verbal expression-embo-
diment . . . in sensory perceptible forms. These forms are transformed
through a relation to pense from natural forms combined in the "thing'
to social signification specifically in the .signs of cultural meaning.

IVygotsky, 1996, p. 94j

SIGN MEANING DEVELOPS

The distinction l have drawn between explicit and implicit mediation in

Vygotsky's writings might appear to take the form of a neatl even polar
opposition, but this would be to oversimplify. The fact that these two

J..
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forms of mediation are pari of a broader conceptual framework means
that they share several common features, which can be appreciated by
returning to Vygotsky's basic maxim that "sign meaning develops."

Throughout his writings Vygotsky emphasized the importante of
using a developmental method to understand human mental function-
ing, and this applied to mediation in all its forms no less than any other
topic. In this connection, he argued that a hallmark of the relationship
between sign and behavior, as well as between word and thought, is that
it undel.goes fundamental change.

The general lhe of reasoning Vygotsky employed in this respect
grew out of his critique of theorists who assumed that the relation
ship between word and thought remains constant. In contrast to this,
he began with the assumption that signs first emerge in social and indi-
vidual action withõut their users' full understanding of their meaning
or runcti(mallole. What then follows is a process of coming to under-
stand the meaning and functional significance of the sign forms that one
has been using all along. In an important pense humans use signs before
understanding what they are doing, or demonstrate "performance before
competence, " as Courtney Cazden 1 1 g 8 1 1 succinctly and elegantly put it.

Vygotsky's lhe of reasoning on this issue rests on crucial assumptions
about signs and their use in social and mental processes. In particular,
it resta on ideas inherent in the semiotic triangle mentioned earlier,
which distinguishes between sign form and sign meaning. In his account
of'phenomena ranging from the stimulus signo used in the Forbidden
Colors Task to the regulative function of social, egocentric, and inner
speech, Vygotsky assumed that a material sign form is involved and
that this is crucial for understanding how its meaning can develop. The
key to this is the insight that material sign forms make it possible to
initiate communication and self-regulation, at least at primitive leveis,
even when the agents involved do not understand their full significance.

From tais perspective, the general goal of instructioii is to assist-stu
dente in becoming fluent users of a sign system. The outcome is a
néú iéiiõil õften a qualitatively new type, of "distributed cognition"
ISalomon,, T 993 1. N amely, it involves distribution between signo and the
active agents employiqg them. In this approach, instruction amounts
t(f'a sort of "taming,"'gl;.jggmesggltion. " of novicç!' actions in the ./
wuld. This domestication has both benefits and costa because cultural
tools inevitably bring with them "constraints" as well as "affordances"
IGibson, z979; Wertsch, 19981. For examplê, learning how tó leal with
a set ofv'data from empirical observations by employing a particular
graphing technique provides insight into patterns that would otherwise
remam undetected, but it also entails being lêps able to see other patterns
that could be revealed by employing differen# means.

dt,«««ÃIÜ«qã''

From a Vygotskian perspective, the process of mastering a semiotic
tool typically begins on the social plane, though it of course has individ-
ual psychological moments and outcomes as well. In his "general genetic
law of cultul'al development," Vygotsky made this point by arguing that
higher mental functioning appears first on the "intermental" and then
on the "intramental" plane. When encounçering a new cultural tool, this
means that the first stages of acquaintancdtypically involve social inter-
action and negotiation between experts and novices or among novices.
It is precisely by means of participating in this jovial interaction that
interpretations are first proposed and worked out'ãnd, therefore, become
available to be taken ovePby individuais.

An interesting property of the sign systems that are at the heart of
instruction is that they are incredibly robust in that they can allow enter
pretation and understanding at many different leveis, and yet still sup-
port some form of the intermental functioning required to move learn-
ing and instruction along. It often seems to be possible to use these sign
systems to communicate even with a very low levei of shared under-

standing of their fulo iiqplications. Indeed, most !!f..p! nrobablElpeak,
calculate, and carry out bther semiotic actions most of the time with-
out understanding the full power of the sign systems we are employing.
In the famous image provided by Edward Sapir jxgzil, it is as if we are
harnessing a dynamo capable of generating a huge amount of electricity
to power a simple doorbell.

This approach suggests that the act of speaking often jperhaps alwaysl
involves employing a sign system that foices us to say more jas well as
perhaps lesse than what we understand or intend. We say more in the
sense that our interlocutors may undel.stand us to be conveying a higher
levei message than our mastery of the sign system would warrant. This
is se in everyday communication, even when we are speaking about
topics on which we have developed real expertise, but it has particularly
important implications when it comes to how novices participate in
intermental functioning in instructional settings.

In order to see how all this works, it is useful to invoke a notion of
"intersubjectivity" such as that proposed by Ragnar Rommetveit li97z,
l 979j in connection with human communication in general and Bárbara
Rogoff l lg8ol in connection with human development and socialization
in particular. Recently, Rommetveit has provided the following illustra-
tion of this phenomenon:

\

,q'.tA

Imagine the following situation: A lady who is a very knowledgeable
amateur auto mechanic discovers that there is something wrong with
the carburetor of her car. Her husband, who is notoriously ignorant
about car enganes and does not evell know what a carburetor looks like,
offers to drive the car to a garage to have it repaired. He telas the car

c>a«.2«,ú««««.h : R..-t« .{;...,.h q. ,x«,.,. F'-""n,. ,"x2.'3a"'-
.l,Àf.,.l«p(l«tela.«&
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mechanic at the garage: "There is apparently something wrong with the
carburetor." This saves the latter considerable time in searching for the
problem.

to use for presenting their data. The implicit mediation in this case arose
in connection with his use of a few basic termo. In addition to telling
the students "to organize the data in some way, " he asks the students to
"try to determine what's the typical fast plant," using the term "typical"
on several occasions, and he tells them that they should asking "how
spread out" the data are.

For anyone familiar with statistical analysis, terms such as "typical"
and "spread out" are tied to a standard set of procedures and measures.
Namely, the typicality about which the instructor was inquiring has
to do with central tendency, and a concern with how spread out the
data are reflects an interest in what is called variation in the language
of statistics. This instructor did not employ technical terms like "cen-
tral tendency" or "variation" unto the discussion, but he was introducing
expressions intended to get students to start thinking about these issues.
Furthermore, he provided them with graph paper, which would "help
them" in some way, such as plotting the data in the form of a histogram.
From the perspective of analyzing mediation, then, he was introducing
three materia] sign vehic]es unto the intermenta] and intramenta] func-
tioning that had only minimal meaning or functional significance for
the students.

In the discussion that followed, it became quite clear that, at least
initially, the students' understanding of how to use graph paper to orga-
nize the data, as well as their understanding of the terms "typical" and
"spread out" had little overlap with that of the instructor. The group
first proposed to put one number from their data set in each square on
the paper. This seems to cave been their initial attempt to respond to the
directive to "organize the data." To be fure, they were using the material
sign vehicle li.e., the graph papers provided to them, but they clearly did
not ](now how to use it as an expert would. In contrast to expert perfor-
mance, they were using this tool at a very low levei of sophistication,
one that indeed might simply be termed inappropriate. In this sense,
their use jmisuse? l of the cultural tool bears a striking resemblance with
young children's use of cardo as memory cues in Leont'ev's "forbidden
colors task" IVygotsky, i9781.

Well into this instructional session, the instructor clearly understood
that the students still were using the graph paper in a way that had
little to do with how it would be employed by an expert usei, and she
asked them to reflect on what they were doing. She pointed out, "So, we
have thesç numbers from 3o t0 2 5 5 . What would .be a good way of show-
ing our data to make sente?" This increasingly direct form of "other-
regulation" IWertsch, i9851 still did not result in the students' using
the graph paper in a way that would organize the data into something

For Rommetveit, the point is that the husband in this case may
have attained only a very minimal levei of intersubjectivity with the
mechanic when it comes to understanding the idea and function and
even the referent - of "carburetor." However, he was still capable of

passing along the message from his wife because he was harnessing a
sign vehicle that did part of the work for him. As Rommetveit notes,
instead of assuming that the husband possessed the understanding that
could fully back up this utterance, he was involved in an episode of
"ventriloquation" that allowed him to say more than he understood.
'';iil;ipoint of Rommetveit's example is not to encourage us to go about

using expressions for which we have only a minimal understanding.
Indeed, his example is dever precisely to the degree that it manager
to do something unusual in this regard. In socialization, learning, and
instruction, though, the point of many exercises may be to put us in a
position not unlike that of the husband in this illustration. .!j!!e standard
situation in many instructional settings i
dolng tnings tnat [n ises what might

is possible to say more than
Olhe,understands, but it makes sense if one recognizes that.!be material

fórm of sign vehicles allows ad"
of bur current mastery.

But tHe polnt ror instruction goês beyond this. Not only may it be
possible, but it may be desirable for students to say and do things that
seem to extend beyond their levei of understanding. Tais is because such

a possibility means they can enter into a basic form of intersubjectivity
with more experienced teachers and experts and thereby leverage their

way up through increasing leveis of expertise. What might at first appear
to be a failure to communicate is often the key to entering into a new
área of instruction.

To illüStrate how these ideas are instantiated in an instructional set-
ting, l turn to a recent analysis by Wertsch and Kazak jin pressa This has
to do with a teacher speaking to a group of students about organizing
and presenting data from observations they had made about what con-
ditions post.er the most growth in planta. Specifically, they had grown
plants under various conditions of light. By discussing the date the stu-
dents had collected in this exercise, this teacher introduced both explicit
mediÉÍion and implicit forros of mediatiop. The explicit mediational
means he introducêd was a prece of graph #?per that the students were
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like a histogram, and the instructor switched from using questiona and
other forms of indirect other-regulation to a concrete proposal for how
the graph paper should be used. Specifically, she suggested, "lt would be

sible to group the numbers in one square, like from this to this, and
then put an X there for each value in that range, like a frequency table or
histogram."

This seems to have generated a new insight in the students as to
how the gmph paper could be used as a cultural tool to get at the issues
of central tendency and variation. They eventually turned to grouping
their data in such a way that their presentation on the graph paper sug-
gested - at least to the expert eye - central tendency and distribution.
At the end of this session, the students were clearly much closer to an
expert's perspective than they had been at the beginning of the session.

For a Vygotsky-Shpet approach to learning and instruction, the goal is
to encourage students to master the use of cultural tools. Becoming more
expert means being socialized unto an existing social arder, characterized
by an existing set of cultural tools, and expertise is reflected in the ability
to use these tools flexibly and fluently. Given that the goal is to socialize
students to use socioculturally provided and sanctioned semiotic means,
the issue is how to engage them in a way that will lead to increasing
leveis of expertise, and this is where material sign vehicles as entry-
level mechanisms come unto play. Thanks to these, it is possible to crente
initial leveis of intersubjectivity when interlocutors cave much different
lêtels of understanding of what the talk is and how to leverage that to
higher leveis of intersubjectivity and expertise.

The illustration involving students and instructors discussing ways
to present data from a science experiment provides an example of this
and algo is revealing of how explicit and implicit mediation operate.
What is perhaps most striking about this interaction is the degree to
which the teacher and students were able to enter into a superficial
levei of intermental functioning on the basis of very limited agreement
on the meaning of sign forma. Just as in Rommetveit's example of the
man talking about carburetors with very little understanding of what
the term lheans, the. students participated in an exchange on the basis
of very minimal understanding of what the teacher's words mean and
what the graph paper was for

lü all the cases examined in this chapter the material sign vehicle is
an essential part of the story. This sign vehicje could take the form of
spoken words j"typical," "spread out"l, graph paper, colored cards, and
se forth..band it provided the foundation on which intersubjectivity and
the mastery of sign meaning could grow.

CONCLUSION

Mediation is such a central category in Vygotsky's writings that it
deserves careful scrutiny for anyone interested in his general approach.
This is no easy task, however, given that Vygotsky seems to have had
somewhat different thoughts at different points in his extensive writ-
ings. In some cases, he dealt with mediation as an issue of stimuli, stim-
ulus means, and other terms from psychology, and in others he formu-
lated it in termo of meaning, sense, and other semiotic constructs. In
the former case, he seems to have been casting his analysis in a social
language of the psychology of his day, and in the latter, he was harness-
ing a social language that belonged to a tradition of semiotics that can
be traced to Shpet, Husserl, and Humboldt.

, in an effort to bring some clarity to this complex picture, l have distin-
l guished between two main categories of mediation in Vygotsky's writ-

ings: explicit and implicit. The formei is explicit in the sense that it
is intentionally and overtly introduced into problem solving activity,
often by an outside parta, and the materiality of the signo involved je.g.,
colored cardo in Leont'ev's Forbidden Colors Task or graph paper in the
classroom illustrationl tenda to be obvious and nontransitory. In con
trast, the latter is implicit in that it typically envolves spoken ladguage,
whose materiality is transitory and seemingly ephemeral. The trens
parency of the signs in this case is exacerbated by the fact tha!.theylplg
exist in communication and are often not consciously or intentionally

l intmduced unto a problem solving or memory talk setting as mediational
l means.

The two distinct theoretical traditions and social languages on which
l Vygotsky drew when developing his claims about mediation jeans,

show that he discussed a range of quite disparate forms of sign processes
under this general heading. However, the two forms of mediation can
be seen as part of a larger theoretical framework when one considera
some commonalities in the way he treated these forms. In particular,
he viewed both forms of mediation under the general dictum that sign
meaning develops.

As l have emphasized, this dictum resta on the separation of material
sign form from sign meaning, and this semiotic insight is what moti-
vated Vygotsky's critique of psychologists who failed to understand the
dynamics of the relationship between these two elements. From his per-
spective, the development of mediated action envolves a dynamic tran-
sition from minimal appreciation of the meaning and functional signif-
icance of a sign fol'm to ever increasing leveis of sophistication.

V
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The distinction between explicit and implicit mediation that l have
developed in this chapter is not se much a critique as an explication of
Vygotsky's ideas. However, it is an explication with a mission, namely,
to clarify discussion of these ideas and, hopefully, reduce the incidente of
bogus disagreement as we seek to harness Vygotsky's conceptual system.
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